Abstract. We study the dynamics of the chiral phase transition in a linear quark-meson σ model using a novel approach based on semiclassical wave-particle duality. The quarks are treated as test particles in a Monte-Carlo simulation of elastic collisions and the coupling to the σ meson, which is treated as a classical field, via a kinetic approach motivated by wave-particle duality. The exchange of energy and momentum between particles and fields is described in terms of appropriate Gaussian wave packets. It has been demonstrated that energy-momentum conservation and the principle of detailed balance are fulfilled, and that the dynamics leads to the correct equilibrium limit. First schematic studies of the dynamics of matter produced in heavy-ion collisions are presented.
Introduction
The exploration of the phase diagram of strongly interacting matter [1] is among the prime goals of on-going heavy-ion research at the Relativistic Heavy Ion collider (Beam-Energy Scan at RHIC) at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) and one of the prime motivations for the construction of the Facility for Anti-Proton and Ion Research (FAIR) in Darmstadt and the Nuclotron-based Ion Collider Facility (NICA) in Dubna.
The low-energy regime of QCD is governed by approximate chiral symmetry in the light-quark sector, which is spontaneously broken in the vacuum via the formation of a quark condensate,= 0. At high temperatures and/or densities one expects the restoration of chiral symmetry, i.e., a cross-over or phase transition.
One problem for theoretical heavy-ion physics is to find possible signatures of such phase transitions for the highly dynamical medium created in heavy-ion collisions. From lattice-QCD (lQCD) calculations it is known that at vanishing net-baryon number, i.e., µ B = 0, the chiral transition is a rapid cross-over transition at a temperature of T pc 160 MeV, while for µ B = 0 lQCD is plagued by the sign problem. Various effective chiral models like quark-meson σ-or Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) models (or extensions of these with Polyakov loops to implement gluonic degrees of freedom) indicate that at µ B = 0 the phase transition becomes of first order, and the first-order phasetransition line in the phase diagram ends in a critical a e-mail: cwesp@th.physik.uni-frankfurt.de b e-mail: hees@th.physik.uni-frankfurt.de c e-mail: meistrenko@th.physik.uni-frankfurt.de d e-mail: carsten.greiner@th.physik.uni-frankfurt.de point, where the phase transition becomes of second order [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . Possible indications for this critical point is the divergence of susceptibilities of conserved quantities like the baryon number or electric charge and the corresponding grand-canonical fluctuations of these quantities [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] .
However, the medium created in a relativistic heavyion collision consists of a rapidly expanding and cooling fireball. Thus to find possible experimental signatures for the different kind of phase transitions or even to localize the critical point in the QCD phase diagram a dynamical non-equilibrium treatment is necessary.
On the one hand, at higher collision energies, as achieved at RHIC and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, the bulk properties of the medium are astonishingly well described using (viscous) hydrodynamics, i.e., the fireball is close to local thermal equilibrium. On the other hand to study fluctuations a kinetic approach is more appropriate. One intermediate level is to use hydrodynamics and impose fluctuations in the sense of a Langevin treatment on top [16, 17, 18] . Here, however, usually one assumes Gaussian, white noise for the fluctuations, and the special statistical properties of a medium close to a phase transition, particularly around the critical point, where the phase transition becomes of 2 nd order and the correlation lengths are expected to extent over the entire system, a microscopic treatment in terms of a Boltzmann-like transport equation is desirable.
In this paper we employ a novel kind of method to derive a numerical realization of such a kinetic process, based on a linear quark-meson σ model [5, 6, 7] . The particle content of the corresponding quantum field theory are σ mesons, pions, and (constituent) quarks. By adjusting the coupling constants and evaluating the model at finite temperature and density the different kinds of phase transitions (cross-over, 1 st , and 2 nd order) can be realized. E.g., at a given value of g with increasing baryochemical potential, µ B the order of the transition (as a function of T ) can be changed from crossover to first order through a second-order point. Since the σ field is the order parameter for the chiral phase transition one has to simulate particles and (mean) fields in a consistent way.
In our approach (Dynamical Solution of a Linear σ Model, DSLAM) we treat the σ field as a mean field and the quarks in a Monte-Carlo test-particle approach to simulate a Vlasov-type of equation with elastic two-body collisions for the quarks and anti-quarks.
To also implement the "chemical processes" of σ-meson decay to a quark-anti-quark pair and the corresponding reverse process of quark-anti-quark annihilation, which turn out to be crucial for the correct realization of the various kinds of phase transitions in the limit of thermal and chemical equilibrium, we employ the "wave-particle duality" of "old quantum mechanics". To this end we realize the mean field on a spatial grid, which is used to numerically solve for the mean-field equations. The annihilation process→ σ is realized by the test-particle approach employing the corresponding cross section from the quantum field theory. Since the σ field is realized as a mean field but not in a particle picture, the energy and momentum of thepair is transferred to the mean field in terms of a relativistic Gaussian wave packet, guaranteeing accurate energy-momentum conservation. To realize the back reaction, i.e., the decay σ →we use the coarse-graining approach, i.e., for each grid cell the energy and momentum of the σ field is determined and from this interpreted as a phase-space distribution of σ mesons in local thermal equilibrium employing the equation of state determined from the quantum-field theoretical model in thermal equilibrium on the mean-field level. Then in a Monte-Carlo step, σ mesons are decayed to quark-anti-quark pairs, using the corresponding decay width, consistent with the cross section used for the pair-annihilation process. In this way again energy-momentum conservation as well as the principle of detailed balance for the reactions σ ↔is realizable with high numerical accuracy.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we present the DSLAM model for the kinetic simulation in detail (Sect. 2.1) and demonstrate the validity of energy-momentum conservation and the stability of the expected equilibrium solution (Sect. 2.2) and the correct approach of a simple off-equilibrium initial state ("thermal quench") to thermal and chemical equilibration, particularly the fulfillment of the principle of detailed balance, in "box calculations" (Sect. 2.3). Finally we simulate an expanding fireball as a simple model for the kinetics of the medium as created in heavy-ion collisions (Sect. 3) followed by brief conclusions and outlook in Sect. 4.
2 Non-equilibrium simulation of the linear σ model
Particle-field dynamics
In the following we simulate the dynamics of the chiral phase transition using the linear quark-meson σ model based on the chiral symmetry group SU(2) L × SU(2) R , acting separately on the left-and right-handed parts of the two-flavor quark field ψ = (u, d) and real-valued scalar fields (σ, π), which transform under the SO(4) representation of the chiral group. The Lagrangian is
The meson-field potential includes explicit chiral symmetry breaking and is given by
With
π /λ the minimum of this potential is given by the vacuum expectation value σ 0 = f π , i.e., the approximate chiral symmetry is broken to the SU(2) V isospin symmetry, and the mass of the σ mesons is given by m , and the variation of g ∈ (3.3, 5.5) leads to a cross-over (g = 3.3), a second-order (g = 3.63), or first-order phase transition at finite temperature and vanishing baryochemical potential, as determined from the grand-canonical potential in the mean-field approximation for the mesons,
with the ideal-gas grand-canonical quark potential
with E = p 2 + g 2 (σ 2 + π 2 ) and the degeneracy factor of the quarks d n = 2N f N c = 12. The mean fields in thermal equilibrium are determined by the equilibrium condition ∂Ω/∂σ = ∂Ω/∂π = 0. In this paper we only consider the case π = 0. In Fig. 1 the results for the mean field σ for vanishing baryochemical potential µ = 0 and the resulting σ-meson mass, m σ = ∂ 2 Ω/∂σ 2 , are shown. To simulate non-equilibrium simulations we employ our recently developed semiclassical Monte-Carlo algorithm DSLAM (Dynamical Simulation of a Linear Sigma Model) [6] to evaluate the dynamics of the σ mean field on the one hand and the quarks as particles in a Boltzmann-transport approach on the other hand. The challenge here is that to achieve both thermal and chemical equilibrium besides the usual collision terms forandelastic scattering one also has to take "chemical" processes like↔ σ into account. Here, energy-momentum conservation as well as the principle of detailed balance have to be ensured to guarantee the correct equilibrium limit of the simulation. Schematically our approach can be summarized in a stochastic mean-field and Boltzmann-Vlasov transport equation,
where I and C denote collision terms contributing in a stochastic way to the time evolution of the mean field σ and the quark phase-space distribution function f , respectively. This scheme is numerically realized on a space-time grid, and the elastic binary collisions of the quarks are simulated with the usual stochastic Monte-Carlo method assuming a constant cross section of σ elastic = 15 mb.
The decay process σ →and the reverse recombination process→ σ are defined by the quantum field theory as processes involving the "particle picture", leading to (perturbative) decay rates and cross sections in terms of the corresponding S-matrix elements. The corresponding "interaction processes" are considered as local, quasidiscrete, events in comparison to the involved macroscopic scales of the spatial and temporal changes of the mean field. Thus, within our mean-field approach to describe the mesons we need to define, how to transfer energy and momentum from and to the mean field corresponding to the stochastic and discrete decay and recombination processes.
For the recombination process, the initial state is already given in terms of the test quarks and anti-quarks, and the cross section is determined by the decay width of the σ meson via the Breit-Wigner cross section
with the decay width
Now energy-momentum conservation dictates the kinematics of the annihilation process, defining the energy and momentum, ∆E and ∆p, to be transferred to the classical σ field. This is done by adding a Gaussian wave packet, taking into account the momentum in terms of a Lorentz boosted wave packet at rest. E.g., if the momentum is in x direction one uses
with v x = p x /E and γ = (1−v
The width σ is a free parameter of the model and characterizes an interaction volume; A 0 and v have to be determined by the change of the energy and momentum of the field, which is defined via the usual energy-momentum tensor,
Then A 0 and v are determined such that
where δσ is defined by the Gaussian wave packet (9) . For the evaluation of the reverse decay process, σ → qq, we have to translate the mean-field description into a particle phase-space distribution function. To achieve this, we use the "coarse-graining" approach, i.e., we map the local energy-momentum distribution on the grid to local thermal-equilibrium distributions, i.e., we parameterize the phase-space distribution function of σ particles by the Maxwell-Jüttner distribution,
where
denotes the collective flow-velocity field v and the fourvector flow field u of the fluid cell ∆V , respectively. The temperature, T , is fixed by demanding
Hereby, the σ mass and temperature T are determined self-consistently with the σ mass corresponding to the equilibrium value at this temperature. Now the phase-space distribution function f σ is used in a Monte-Carlo step to determine a σ meson which decays within the time step according to the decay rate (σ width) (8) . The corresponding energy and momentum of the decayed σ meson is taken out of the σ field by again subtracting the appropriate Gaussian wave packet (9) in the same way as explained above in connection with the quark-antiquark annihilation process, and the quark and anti-quark with their respective momenta, also determined by the Monte-Carlo step, are added to the test-particle sample.
Test calculations in equilibrium
To validate the above defined algorithm to simulate the kinetics of the linear σ model in our particle-field approach, we have performed some numerical tests by simulating a microcanonical ensemble in a finite-size cubic box employing periodic boundary conditions. The number of test particles is N test = 3 · 10 6 , the numerical time steps ∆t = 2 · 10 −3 a.u. (a.u.: arbitrary units), the spatial grid for the field is N σ = 128
3 , corresponding to a total volume V = (6 fm) 3 . The total simulation time is 300 a.u. corresponding to 150000 time steps. The interaction volume of the Gaussian parameterization of the wave packets (9) is 32 3 grid points, i.e., approximately 1.5% of the system volume. As an initial condition we have chosen equilibrium conditions at a given temperature.
In Fig. 2 we show the fluctuations of the field and quark-anti-quark energy (left) and the total quark number (right) due to the σ-decay andannihilation processes, which show thermal fluctuations around the equilibrium mean values, while the total energy is conserved with a numerical accuracy of |∆E tot / E 5 · 10 −5 . As can be seen in Fig. 3 , the energy distribution of the quarks and anti-quarks (left panel) follows the expected relativistic Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
with high numerical accuracy, which demonstrates again the good fulfillment of energy conservation as well as the principle of detailed balance for the elastic quark/antiquark scattering and the "chemical" processes↔ σ.
In the right panel we show the spectrum of the kinetic energy of the mean field,σ 2 /2. From classical field theory one expects a constant average energy of k B T for each mode, which is indeed the case for small wave number k, i.e., long wave lengths λ = 2π/k. At lower wave lengths the finite interaction volume encoded in the finite width of the Gaussian wave packets (9) used to describe the energy-momentum transfer in the interaction between quarks/anti-quarks and σ mesons from and to the mean field, leads to an effective cut-off of 1/σ
2 , i.e., the power spectrum is expected to follow [6] 
The deviations from this result at very high modes can be explained by the non-linear potential in the mean-field equations of motion.
In Fig. 4 (left) we show the distribution of the scalarfield values around their mean as a function of time. Due to the quark-antiquark annihilation and σ-decay processes the mean-field value can drift slowly, while the fluctuations lead to the expected Gaussian distribution around this average. The local fluctuations of the field are increased byannihilation and damped by σ decay. On the right-hand side the corresponding volume-integrated rates are plotted, demonstrating the good fulfillment of the principle of detailed balance within our simulation, which guarantees the right chemical equilibrium in the long-time limit.
In Fig. 5 we demonstrate the chemical-equilibration process with a contour plot of the scalar field in an x-yplane cut. Initially we have chosen a uniform field without any excitations. At early times (left panel) one can see the excitations of the field due toannihilation in terms of Gaussian blobs around the random interaction regions. At later times, when chemical equilibrium is reached (right panel), i.e., the particle-annihilation and creation rates become equal, we observe the expected thermal fluctuations. Their spatial width is determined by the interaction volume governed by the standard deviation, σ, parameterizing the interaction volume in the Gaussian wave packets (9) . The height and strength of the fluctuations in the equilibrium limit is governed by the temperature T of the system in accordance with the above discussed power spectrum (right panel of Fig. 3 ).
Thermal quench
As another test of the field-particle algorithm we initialize the kinetic equations in an off-equilibrium "thermal quench" situation in an isotropic periodic box. Initially the quarks are sampled at a temperature T q = 140 MeV and the σ field at its equilibrium value for T σ = 180 MeV. The coupling is set to g = 3.3 corresponding to a cross-over chiral transition.The qq-annihilation cross section is determined with the corresponding Breit-Wigner cross section as described above. Additionally a constant elastic→ qq-scattering cross section, σ elastic = 15 mb is employed. We use a number of test particles N test = 2 · 10 6 and a time-step size of ∆t = 0.002 fm/c. The energy distribution of the quarks and anti-quarks follow the expected relativistic Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution f q (E) ∝ exp(−E/T ), demonstrating the numerical stability of the kinetic equations as well as the validity of the principle of detailed balance. Right: The spectrum of the kinetic energy density of the mean field,σ 2 /2. For low k (long wavelengths) the distribution follows the expected equipartion theorem for a classical field, according to which each mode carries a mean energy of 1/2kT , while at higher energies the finite interaction volume encoded in the finite width of the Gaussian wave packets leads to an effective cut-off σ
As shown in Fig. 6a the total quark number, i.e., the number of quark-antiquark pairs, drops rapidly in the beginning due to the annihilation and creation processes↔ σ, which (according to Fig. 6b ) converge after about 10 fm/c, fluctuating around the common mean-field value. Thermal equilibrium is roughly reached after about 20 fm/c, leading to a common global temperature of about T eq 144 MeV as demonstrated by Figs. 6c and 6e: at t = 25 fm/c the quark distribution is given by a Boltzmann distribution at this temperature, and the σ field shows a Gaussian distribution around its equilibrium mean value. The temperature change of the quarks due to the transfer of initial potential field energy by only about 4 MeV is small, because the field's initial potential energy is much smaller as compared to the energy of the quarks. As one can see in Figs. 6d and 6f , energy between the quarks and the field is exchanged, while the total energy is conserved with high accuracy. As can be seen from Fig. 6a the particle number still rises slowly, and the system has not fully reached equilibrium. Also the mean-field value is not exactly at the equilibrium value shown in Fig. 1 . The final approach to exact chemical equilibrium is very slow since the difference in the σ potential is very small in this temperature range around the cross-over transition, resulting in a weak driving force. This underlines the importance of the "chemical" processes↔ σ for a description of the global thermalization of the system to the expected global The distribution of the scalar field around its equilibrium value shows the expected Gaussian shape. The mean field can drift slowly with time due to the particlefield interactions. The quark-annihilation processes increase the local fluctuations, while particle production damps them by dissipating energy from the field. Right: Volume integrated rates for the pair-production and pair-annihilation processes, σ ↔ qq, demonstrating the good fulfilment of the principle of detailed balance. equilibrium as described by the phase diagram shown in Fig. 1 .
In the next example we choose the same parameters as in the previous one but start with a lower Temperature of T q = 80 MeV for the quarks. The σ field has been initialized at the value σ 10 MeV in the chiral restored phase. Initially the quark number raises slightly due to σ-decay processes as shown in Figs. 7a and 7b while the mean field also increases moving towards the cross-over transition to the chiral broken phase. At some point of the evolution the σ mass drops below the threshold for the decay to quark-anti-quark pairs, m σ < 2m q , and the field becomes undamped and thus keeps oscillating for the rest of the time evolution (Fig. 7e) . This non-equilibrium state stays in this oscillating state after about 10 fm/c. The field shows again a Gaussian distribution around its 144 MeV. The temperature of the quarks is given by the Boltzmann-distribution, the temperature of the field is given by the distribution of the field modes as expected from a power spectrum S(k) = T /k 2 as in a Langevin approach.
average (Fig. 7c) , and energy is exchanged with the quarks (Fig. 7d) via the Vlasov terms in Eqs. (5) and (6). In Fig.  7f one sees that the spatial distribution of the σ field shows the corresponding oscillations of the mean value and the stochastic fluctuations which persist from the time when the dissipative processes σ ↔cease.
Simulations of an expanding fireball
To investigate a situation more close to the medium produced in heavy-ion collisions we initialize the system as a droplet with a Woods-Saxon like spherically symmetric Results for a calculation with the quenched-scenario from the initially hot phase to the cold and chiral broken phase. Fields and particles can interact above T c and the global shift of the σ-field is damped by particle production. At and below T c field and particles decouple because the σ-particle can not decay anymore. The system becomes undamped and falls in a coherent oscillation.
temperature distribution
For this exploratory study we first work with a small system, corresponding to R 0 = 0.45 fm and surface thickness α = 0.1 fm. The total system size has been chosen to 5 fm. Also the boundary conditions have to be adapted from the so far used periodic boundary conditions to ones that allow for the expansion of the system. For the particles we choose a "distance cutoff" r c = 2.75 fm from the center, where the particles are removed from the system.
The boundary conditions for the field is more complicated. Ideally one would choose absorbing boundary conditions (ABC), which perfectly absorb every wave traveling through the boundary and all its energy [19] . Un-fortunately, such boundary conditions are very hard to implement and are computational expensive, especially in three dimensions and to have a good performance their formulation needs to be non-local in time [20] . Still, they have been successfully applied for physical systems like the 3D Schrödinger equation [21] .
To keep the computational cost reasonable, the boundary conditions are therefore kept periodic, but in the outer region of the box the σ-field is additionally damped by an effective friction ∝σ for any wave passing the cutoff radius |x| > r c = 2.75 fm, leading to a strong damping of the waves. The total energy in this system is not conserved any more and any energy passing the boundary will be damped or removed from the system, preventing an interference with the rest of the system.
We have performed simulations for this expandingfireball situation using both the model without and with the chemical processes σ ↔ qq. The initial temperature was chosen T initial = 175 MeV, the number of test particles N test = 10 5 , and a time step of ∆t = 2 · 10 −3 fm/c. Neglecting the chemical processes, the σ-field shows a rapid oscillation in the beginning of the expansion and loses energy mainly by radiating long-wavelength oscillations which propagate out of the system. Without any interaction processes the system stays nearly isotropic, only small spatial fluctuations of the quark-density lead to small deviations in the symmetry.
Additionally, for larger couplings the system can fall into a meta-stable state in which cold quarks are trapped in a potential well of the chiral field which has a long lifetime.
Here we concentrate on the results of simulations taking into account chemical processes σ ↔qq. These processes should lead to additional particle production whenever the σ-field shows strong fluctuations and particle annihilation in areas of high quark density, inducing additional fluctuations on the field. There are a couple of qualitative differences between the calculations with and without chemical processes. For all three different couplings (g = 3.3, 3.63, and 5.5 corresponding to a cross-over, 2 nd -and 1 st -order chiral phase transition, respectively) the types of fluctuations are very different. The systems without chemical processes show strong global fluctuations, leading to shell-like structures with a fast oscillation of the chiral field at the origin of the matter droplet. The fluctuations are much less present in the calculations with chemical processes. The decay process σ →qq damps such strong fluctuations by removing kinetic energy from the field. In contrast, the processqq → σ creates strong local fluctuations on the field, increasing with a stronger coupling constant g. Additionally, all calculations without chemical processes stay nearly isotropic through their time evolution while the calculations with chemical processes show a breaking of this symmetry after a very short time. This symmetry is broken by strong and space-dependent fluctuations of the quark density and the field distribution and due to a collective drift of both particles and the field disturbance. Such a drift is surprising but is explained by the conservation of energy and momenta in the interactions between fields and particles. The σ-field can emit particles, generating a momentum-kick in the opposite direction of the particles, leading to a random-walk phenomena of the droplet. These outcomes are remarkable because no direct random processes are involved in the numerical simulation, which would create these fluctuations. All stochastic and fluctuating processes are the result of microscopic interaction kernels and cross-sections which are sampled via Monte-Carlo methods.
By comparing the calculations with chemical processes with different couplings g, qualitative differences are visible, as well. The fluctuations in the field and particle density increase for stronger couplings. For a coupling of g = 5.5 the quark density forms small regions with higher densities, which merge with time. These observations are consistent with calculations of the linear σ-model with a hydrodynamic background [16, 17, 18] , in which the authors find the strongest fluctuations for a medium with a first-order phase transition. Classical theories of phase transitions in thermal equilibrium predict the strongest fluctuations at and near the phase transition for secondorder transitions. Calculations presented here show the strongest fluctuations for the highest coupling associated with the first-order phase transition. At first, this scenario can not be directly compared to a phase transition. A phase transition is a phenomenon described by equilibrium physics for very large systems which evolve in the adiabatic limit on large time scales. In off-equilibrium situations fluctuations need time to build up via interactions within the bulk medium. Most important, the correlation length is often largely enhanced at the phase transition, which is no problem for systems which are much larger than this correlation length. The scenario of the hot-matter droplet is quite the opposite. The system size is in the order of the interaction length and therefore its correlation length. The quark matter expands rapidly and its dynamics creates distributions which strongly deviate from equilibrium, and the total lifetime of the system is at most in the order of the equilibration timescale. Additionally, a rapid expansion leads to a highly anisotropic system with gradients and parts of the system separate to regions with very different densities and temperatures. All these circumstances do not allow a consistent description of the system in terms of an equilibrium phase transition, especially not if the quarks are described by particles with non-equilibrium distributions and not by a fast equilibrating medium. Any deviation from equilibrium descriptions have a strong impact on the thermal properties of the medium.
Considering the system dynamics in terms of its transport properties would be a more adequate approach to the characteristics of its behavior. The strong fluctuations only occur if the chemical processes σ ↔qq are present, their microscopic interaction kernels are derived from a Breit-Wigner cross-section. Larger couplings lead to a higher interaction rate between fields and particles (in our model σ σ↔qq ∝ g 2 ). This already implies that the largest fluctuations build up for the calculations with the coupling g = 5.5 and quite similar fluctuations for g = 3.3 Fig. 8 : Volumetric 3D rendering of the quark density for the hot matter droplet scenario with a coupling of g = 5.5, a first-order transition and chemical processes. The time progresses for 1 fm/c for every image. Regions with high particle densities are colored red, the scale is constant over all images. Visualization was created using the yt-toolkit [22] . and g = 3.63, even though these different couplings would show very different kind of phase transitions in an equilibrated system. Furthermore, two other aspects play an important role in the comparison of the different calculations. The coupling has a direct impact on the mass of the quarks. A higher coupling leads to a larger quark mass in the chiral broken phase. This implies both a larger particle number at the same temperature for a higher coupling and a larger potential energy for the chiral fields. The second aspect has its origin in the phase diagram. Higher couplings lead to a lower T c in the linear σ-model, which strongly changes the dynamics of the chemical interactions as they are only possible above the mass threshold, meaning above T c . For lower T c , in comparison to other couplings, the quarks and the fields have more time to stay in the chi- One can see a non-thermal distribution function in the beginning, which slowly thermalizes due to elastic interactions. However, mainly high-energy quarks can leave the potential well, leading to both a slow evaporation of the drop and to an effective cooling of the remaining particles.
ral restored phase, more time to interact with each other and therefore more time to build up fluctuations via these interactions. This already implies stronger fluctuations, regardless of the type of phase transition, which would be given by the corresponding coupling. A fair comparison between the scenarios is not given by comparing the system at different temperatures. Better approaches could be a comparison with same energies or same particle number.
In the calculations neglecting chemical processes the formation of meta-stable drops of quarks could be observed, especially at the high coupling, g = 5.5. This behavior can be seen in the simulations including chemical reactions, too. For g = 5.5 with chemical reactions the system even shows something like bubble formation. Figure 8 shows a volumetric 3D rendering of the quark density which projects the full three dimensional density and visualizes how small areas of high quark-density start to merge into larger areas, having some similarity to the condensation of water drops in steam. The mechanism of this condensation is that it is the energetically favorable configuration for the σ-field. Interestingly, the condensation progresses and the σ-field looses energy by radiating wave excitations. The process seems to stop after 10 fm/c by forming a quasi-stable drop. The left panel in Figure  9 shows the total quark number of the system, showing a steady decrease of quarks in the system, indicating a kind of particle evaporation from the drop. This evaporation seems to be quite slow and calculations have shown a lifetime of up to 50 fm/c before the drop bursts. The right panel Figure 9 displays the evolution of the quarkdistribution function with time after a condensation drop has been formed. The figure shows a decrease of the quark number with time, and mainly particles with high energies leave the system. This is reasonable because particles with high energy can escape the potential well, leading to a collective cooling of the remaining medium.
All calculations discussed so far are done for systems with a fireball which has an initial diameter of roughly d ≈ 1 fm. In comparison to a heavy-ion collision such a system is very small. Both lead and gold nuclei have a diameter of around d Au ≈ 14 fm, resulting in a volume two orders of magnitude larger than in this scenario. Therefore quantified predictions for a heavy-ion collision can not be derived from these calculations. Both the number of involved quarks and the energy density in the system could lead to different phenomena. Additionally, a much larger spatial and time scale may change the behavior at the phase transition because the system has potentially more time to evolve and form structures in the particle densities.
Now we simulate the model with a larger system volume of V = (36 fm) 3 with an initial size of the matter droplet of d 14 fm, roughly resembling a central AuAu collision. The initial temperature was again chosen to be T = 175 MeV, as well as the couplings g = 3.3, g = 3.63, and g = 5.5 to investigate the cases of cross-over, 2 nd , and 1 st order phase transitions. The grid size is increased to N grid = 192 3 , and the time step is reduced to ∆t = 10 −3 fm/c. Also the interaction volume has been slightly increased to V interaction = (0.4 fm) 3 . The total number of particles was ∼ 5 · 10 6 with a test-particle multiplicator of 200. Figure 10 and 11 show the result for a calculation with a large expanding matter droplet. Both figures compare the same calculations with and without chemical interactions and different couplings, g = 3.3 with a cross-over transition in Figure 10 and g = 5.5 in Figure 11 .
The calculations without chemical interactions do not change very much in comparison to the smaller systems. The overall symmetry of the system stays effectively intact, and known structures like the shell-structures [23, 24] and cold quark droplets are still present.
The qualitative picture changes somewhat for calculations with chemical interactions, especially for larger couplings like g = 5.5. After a short expansion phase the matter droplet starts to form strong and non-isotropic structures in the quark density due to the annihilation and creation process. In Figure 10 first structures are already present at t ≈ 1 fm/c. These structures blur while the matter expands.
In Figure 11 these structures are much stronger and much finer. The reason is the strong coupling between the field and particles, leading to fast annihilation and strong damping of the field by σ-decay. While expanding, the fluctuations on the σ-field become stronger. Around t = 5 fm/c the annihilation-rate of the quarks is negligible because of the low particle density due to expansion. The σ-decay becomes the dominating effect, leading to a strong damping of the field and to a quasi-freeze out of the field leading to some kind of local bubble-formation. The resulting field distribution stays stable for several 10 fm/c local bubbles converge slowly to a big drop. This final drop contains the already known cold quarks which were not able to escape the kinetic potential.
In the calculations for larger systems a qualitative difference between the couplings can be seen in the time evolution. While calculations for g = 3.3 and g = 3.63 behave similar, calculations for g = 5.5 show a very different behavior: the quark matter forms bubbles and freezes out in a relative long-living structure.
The calculations in this section have shown the very interesting complexity of such a simple initial condition like an expanding matter droplet. The chemical reactions between particles have a very strong impact on the system behavior and dramatically change both fluctuations and medium propagation within the expansion. However, characteristic signatures which would allow an event-by-event discrimination between the different coupling strengths (implying different phase transitions in equilibrium) in this scenario has not been found, at least not for calculations with the cross-over coupling g = 3.3 and the secondorder transition coupling g = 3.63. As a first attempt to quantify the quark-number fluctuations in Fig. 12 we plot the angular momentum distribution of quarks leaving the fireball volume for the case of g = 3.3. The qualitative features of the distribution do not significantly vary with the coupling strength. Only for the first-order value g = 5.5 show significantly larger magnitude of the fluctuations, as quantified by the power spectra of the angular correlation function.
To quantify the angular distributions further, we evaluate the angular power spectrum, via
with the usual normalized spherical harmonics Y lm (ϑ, ϕ) and
The normalized power spectrum is then defined by
Conclusions and outlook
In this paper we have used a novel numerical algorithm to simulate the off-equilibrium dynamics of a quark-meson linear-σ model (DSLAM) inspired by "wave-particle duality" of "old quantum mechanics", guaranteeing accurate energy-momentum conservation and the principle of detailed balance by treating the quarks and anti-quarks, coupled to a σ mean-field with the test-particle Monte-Carlo approach to evaluate the two-body elastic-collision terms and a combined method using wave-particle duality and coarse graining to evaluate chemical processes of quarkantiquark pair annihilation and σ-meson decay,↔ σ.
On top also the mean-field equation for the σ field has been solved consistently. The algorithm has been validated in "box calculations" by checking the energy-momentum conservation, the stability of the expected equilibrium solutions for the mean field and quark-antiquark phase-space distribution functions, and the approach to the correct thermal and chemical equilibrium in the long-time limit starting with simple off-equilibrium initial conditions ("thermal quench"), demonstrating excellent fulfillment of energy-momentum conservation and of the principle of detailed balance. The implementation of the chemical processes↔ σ are found to be crucial for the correct description of the phase transition and the approach of the equilibrium state as expected from the corresponding equilibrium quantum-field theoretical evaluation of the model on the mean-field level.
Afterward the model has been applied to the simulation of expanding fireballs mimicking the behavior of the strongly interacting medium as created in heavy-ion collisions. We have found that with this model we can simulate the expected local quark-antiquark, i.e., baryon number fluctuations (under strict obedience of the global baryonnumber conservation law) due to the implementation of the quark-antiquark annihilation and σ-meson decay processes. Particularly for strong couplings of the σ-meson to Fig. 10 : Evolution of the quark density for a large hot matter-droplet scenario with g = 3.3. The initial size of the droplet has an diameter of around d ≈ 14 fm which corresponds to the size of a gold nuclei, the total size of the system is V = (36 fm) 3 . Left: Simulation without chemical interactions Right: simulation with chemical interactions. Chemical interactions lead to the formation of anisotropic structures, but the overall expansion of the system is not strongly altered. Fig. 11 : Quark density for a large hot matter-droplet scenario with g = 5.5. The initial size of the droplet has a diameter of about d ≈ 14 fm which corresponds to the size of a gold nucleus, the total size of the system is V = (36 fm) 3 . Left: Simulation without chemical interactions Right: simulation with chemical interactions. Chemical interactions lead to a generation of strong and detailed structures. After 5 fm/c the expansion of the system is stopped by the strong damping of the field, leading to the formation of local bubbles. the quarks and antiquarks, corresponding to a 1 st -order phase transition in equilibrium, quasi-stable bubbles of "cold" quarks and anti-quarks, trapped in the chiral potential due to the mean field has been observed. As a first attempt to find a possible observable in heavy-ion collisions for these fluctuations we have evaluated the angular distributions of the quarks and antiquarks as a putative measure for net-baryon-number fluctuations and the associate power spectrum of the angular-density correlations. Unfortunately we have not found qualitative differences in the shape of these power spectra for different couplings associated with cross-over, 1 st , and 2 nd order chiral phase transitions but only in the absolute strength of the fluctuations as expected from the associated different coupling strengths between σ mesons and quarks/antiquarks.
